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Speaker examines
poetry, film and
industry
Paula Rabinowitz
explained her work on the
connection between
industry exemplified in
photography, poetry and

Global warming
wake-up call

I

cinematography | Page 3

Japanese dolphin
hunt may see end

By Candicc Jones
Senior Editor

After years of animal

It's a spa i k that could ignitea II re across the nation, heating upa
discussion on global warming.
Today across the United States more than I .BOO instituions — mainly college campuses — are participating
n an education initiative to raise awareness of global
warming called hocus The Nation.
Howling Green Stale University is one of those
ocations. Approximately 35 faculty members,
will conduct discussion groups on various topics
relating to climate change. And the cherry on
top of the day will be a round table discussion at 5 p.m. looking to city and University
officials, as well as a representative from
Senator Sherrod Brown's office, to further
explore local solutions.
"College campuses are a really greal
resource." said Minna Brown, a national coordinator for Focus The Nation.
"The youth of America arc waking up
to this issue"
Onlhiscampus.student organizers,
like President of the Environmental
Action Group Laura Irrnen, have
been planning for this even) since
September,
"We ilicl all we could do and now
it's up to [students] to start the discussions," she said.
Irmen planned today's events
along with about :S() other student volunteers from campus
groups like Environmental Action
Group, Environmental Service t'.luh.

rights activists coming in
protest, a fishing village
may have to end its
Holphin-hunting tradition
due to high amounts of
mercury found in dolphin
meat | Page 6

Thai citizens hold
their noses at the
prime minister
Claiming his nose looks
like an apple, sign
linguists have been using
the sign to the newly
elected Samak
Sundaravei | Page 10

The shuttle leaves
some out in the
cold downtown
USG representatives have
talked a lot about a bus
route that goes
downtown, but it never

See WARMING P.iye 2

seems to happen | Page 4

Listen up! Spirit
isn't gone!
SICSIC responds to
those saying pride is
disappearing from
campus, with a solution

CAMPUS SCHEDULE:

for Fridays to be Falcon

From 9 am. to 5 p.m there will be
events in the Union. Visit The BG
News Web sue lor the lull schedule with session topics at bgnews.
com. Each session is about 30
minutes long. The round table
discussion including John Quinn
- Bowling Green Mayor. Kevin
Maynard - City Public Utilities
Director. James Carter - Wood
County Commissioner. Shen
Stoll - University CFO. and a
representative from the office of
Sen. Sherrod Brown, will be held
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Union,
room 508.
The day finishes off with an openmike night from 8 to 11 p.m. in the
Falcon's Nest.

pride days | Page 4

Women's b-ball
falls to WMU
Shooting only 38 percent
to a Bronco 65 percent,
the Falcons struggled
against Western
Michigan, ending in a
73-79 loss

I Page7(
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BG to upgrade meters
What do you do to help the
environment?

Walk-by system scrapped in favor of computers
By Coll,Tti Fitzgibbom
R«poit*»

ABBV BROWN
Sophomore. Marketing
"I recycle because the
University has the little
bins and I hate taking
out the trash."
|Pa9e4

TODAY
Cloudy
High: 29. Low: 24

TOMORROW
Snow/Wind
High: 30, Low: 22

k

Local homeowners won't have
to worry about being home for
monthly meter readings, that
their meter will die or that the
dog will bite the meter reader.
Next month, the city of
Bowling Green will be the first
northwest Ohio city to implement a new meter reading system. Unlike the current walk-by
automated reading system that
requires a monthly visit from a
meter reader, all updates will Ix*
done via computer.
The installation of Distribution
Control Systems, Incorporated's
two-way automated communications can read a meter at any
time and has multiple benefits
not only for residents and business owners, but the city's utilities department.
Currently, the utilities departmentperforms7,400 readings per
year in addition to 14,400 electricreadings and 10,000 water meter
readings each month. Though

"If you say you're
moving in the 15th,
we'll have a reading
for you on the 15th."
Kevin Maynard | Utilities

the system will cost roughly
$4.2 million to install. Utilities
Director Kevin Maynard said he
expects the city will save about
$1.6 million over It) years.
"It's a fully o|H*ralional twoway system where we can
recover readings whenever we
wanted them and could also
give other info," said Maynard,
who sttggested the new system
for Bowling Green.
This project, which Maynard
expects to be completed in
August 2009, is projected to save
city dollars, satisfy residents,
eliminate problems with dead
meters and meter-tampering.
See METERS | Page 2

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

USG consi ders costs
parking
forim
By Kristen V.,Reporter

Undergraduate
Student
Government paved the way for
the (I iscussion of parki ng issues
at last night's open forum alter
polling students about their
concerns with campus lots.
Senator l.eo Almeida, who
organized the open forum,
called t he debate a success and
hoped parking improvements
would be considered as a result
of the discussion.
"Students bad a chance to
voice their concerns and hear
what (he panel had to say
about the changes they hope
will take place." Almeida said
"My hope is thai each student
who came in learned about
parking and now knows where
parking is going,"

A panel made up ol Police
Chief lames Uicgand, the
Chief Administrator of list,
Ashley Douglas and the
Manager ol Parking and
Traffic Stack* Hnrique/ clis
cussed ways to improve the
condition of lots on campus as
well as create a self-supporting shuttle service
According to Enriquez, the
Parking and traffic office has
a budget of more than SI million dollars.
I he\ also are able to take
funds from the current fund
balance, which has about
$500,000, as long as thc-y gain

approval first.
Currently, the office is
requesting to use mone) from
both funds In order to improve
See USG | Page 2

Conference predicts
tough year for locals
By Dav« Herr-era
Senior Editor

More than 150 businessmen,
policymakers and academics opened their programs at
yesterday's State of the Region
Conference to a grim message:
"2008 will be a difficult year for
Northwest Ohio."
Ibe conference, held in
Perrysburg by the Universitv 's
('enter
for
Regional
Development, focused on the
region's economic outlook and
how to improve its standing in
a increasingly global economy
However, the five speak
ers at yesterday's conference
also managed to include long
strings of good news mixed
among what one speaker
called, "the had and the ugly."
The "bad" category includes
the local infrastructure, entrepreneurial investment and
retaining college graduates,
said C. Robert Sawyer, who
directs the Chicago office of
the Economic Development
Administration's, a branch of
the commerce department.
"We've been kind of fat,
dumb and happy thanks to
the work of the Dodge brothers, the Wright brothers, l-'ord.
Kettering, who created these
amazing companies that lasted
over a century.'' Sawyer said
"We thought 11 hey I would go
on forever, but we let our Innovation tendencies diminish."
he said.
Now, the national share of
exports from Ohio is declining, especially as automobile
exports drop, he said.

Michael C. Carroll
Director of the Center for
Regional Development

That'snot all. Manufacturing
jobs arc decreasing thanks to
technological changes, the
slate is dropping within the

country in per capita income
rankings and fewer patents are
being filed by local businesses.

The drop in patents is
especially important, Sawyei
said, because fewer low skill
high-wage jobs are coming
in to replace the manufacturing jobs.
I he conference shifted to
concerns about the housing
market later thai morning.
Ohio has been pounded"
by the housing slump that followed skyrocketing foreclosure rales, said Dawn l.aivclerc
director of legislative affairs
for tin* Ohio Mousing Finance
Agency, a former state agency
that oilers financial resources
to home-buyers.
Northwest Ohio saw a -I
See ECONOMY | Page 2

Success takes luck planning
By Andy Ourid
Reporter

When entrepreneurs decide
to follow their dreams, be
their own boss and open up
a small business, they want
immediate success. But
many lack the sense of hard
work and preparation to be
successful.
Like any other town or city.
Bowling Green has its fair share
of failed businesses.
Whether it's local eateries like Night Flight Pizza and
W.G. Grinders, national entities Skyline Chili and Sterling
Convenience Stores, or stores
with seemingly cursed leases
(The Shed, Eclipse), some are
not destined for success.
Even though a freak accident could occur to a place,
such as what happened to
Eclipse when it caught on fire
last April, most likely it would
be a failure to the owner.
But not everything can be
blamed on luck itself.
While an idea may seem
good, the execution of master-

ingall business stages is how an
owner can be successful.
Executive Director for
Bowling Green's Chamber
of Commerce Elaine Skoog
believes owners need to be fully
prepared to enter any area, not
just Bowling Green. To understand the area, preparation,
time management and research

arc the essentials for succeeding in business, regardless ol
the area. Skoog said.
"It's really important to have
a business plan and be willing
to constantly review and modify the plan," Skoog said.
See BUSINESS | Page 2
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FASHION: CBCB's. one of the city's newest clothing shops, sits on Woostei Street.
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EVENTS FROM OTHER
UNIVERSITIES:

WARMING
From Page 1
Environmental Health Service
club as well as faculty memben .iiul others. Their goal: to
spread awareness and inspire
Students to care about global
warming issues and to seek out
possible solutions.
Inspiring students, no matter
how many or how lew, is important to the student organizers on
campus, of particular importance are the younger Students
on campus who may be able to
carry the torch, even after today's
events have ended,
Though
environmental
groups on campus will also
try lo carry on the message of
locus I he Nation by holding
smallei events throughout the
rest of the semester,
"This is only the surface, and
ho|X'fully it will inspire people to
dig deeper," Irmensaid,
And, of course, organizers hope
in sec ,i good turnout from campus and community members.
"I hope there isn't an empty
room all day," said Whitney
Kroner, a student organizer for
locus I he Nation.
Nationally, thcii goals are similar. FOCUS I lie Nation organizers are hoping to reach out to as
many people as they can.
The organization's original goal
was to have at least i.ooo institutions nationwide hold events.
I hey quickly surpassed their goal
when more than 1,600 institulions stepped up to the challenge.
The events are expected to draw

anywhere from 500 to .1,000 individuals according to Alex Tinker,
national public relations coordinator for locus The Nation.

"It is realistic to think thatovera

million people wil^he affected by
the e\ cms Mill iomvide." he said.
And those are jusi the attendants. According lo national
numbers, more than 50 members
ol congress will be represented at
events, about 12 governors and
hundreds of local officials will
also participate in discussions.

FulUrton College, California
• Sunrise salutation yoga exercise
MorahouM College, Georgia
• A church service on global
warming will be held
Illinois Stale University
• Faculty members will be tailoring
the class lectures around climate
change and how it relates to their
disciple/course topic
Missouri State University
• 20 tons of coal will be displayed
outside university to represent
how much the school uses in one
hour
University of Rhode Island
• A 300 pound block of ice in the
middle of campus will be left to
melt as lime goes by

Source 1bcuslhana1loii.org

Tinker considers the prospective
turn out a definite success.
"We are quite pleased with the
level of congressional participation," he said.
National organizers aren't the
only ones predicting success.
Carissa Buchholz was a major
player in organizing Ball State's
locus The Nation event.
"We got a lot of support," she
said of die more than 50 faculty
speakers and community members who contributed. "We did
not expect it to get this big."
Buchholz, the president
of Students for a Sustainable
Campus, said they received
donations of organic candy bars,
money and even a carbon offset.
The event at Ball Stale was also
endorsed by their university president. In Ann Cora.
Although the Office of the
President here at the University
did not endorse FocusThe Nation
events on campus, student organizers were pleased with the support they received from faculty
on campus.
The culmination of that communily and faculty support will
come al the round table discussion today from 5 lo 7 p.m. in the
Union, room 308.

BLOTTER

USG

TUESDAY

From Page 1

3:12 P.M.
An unknown subject stole $54.12
in gas from Barney's Convenience
Mart on East Wooster Street.
10:18 P.M.
Ezequiel Gonzalez II, 33. of
McClure. Ohio, was arrested for
driving with a suspended license,
operating a motor vehicle while
under the influence of alcohol and
possession of marijuana.

WEDNESDAY
3:16 A.M.
A vehicle parked on North Grove
Street was reported stolen.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

parking lots, namely Lots 12,5,
(ioverflowand 20, which would
benefit both community and
residential students.
"I don't think anyone in
this room would disagree that
our lots aren't even average,"
U icgand said. "|Our lots| are in
poor condition."
Wiegand and Enriquez also
discussed the issue of a selfsupporting shuttle service,
which would include a downtown shuttle.
However, in order for such
a service to run effectively, a
transportation fee would have
to be charged to all students
attending the University.
"If we had a transportation fee that only half the students had to pay, then there
would be no accomplishment
made," Wiegand said. "There
is an opportunity that each
and every student will use the

Downtown Apartments
•t.

114 South Main
117 North Main
Plus Many More!

NOW OPEN

ECONOMY
From Page 1
percent drop in average home
sale prices last year, Lazerle
said.
Northwest Ohio in particular has faced a "double
whammy," she said, as both
the housing and automotive
market experience downward swings.
Many of those foreclosures
came from homes purchased
using sub-prime mortgages,
which are given to high-risk
borrowers and whose interest
rate often spikes a few years
into the agreement.
"We haven't bottomed out,"
she said, adding it might be
2009 or 2010 before numbers
started to pick back up.
"We have a predominance
of sub-prime loans — for some
reason sub-prime lenders targeted Ohio," she said.
"We do not anticipate these
stats turning around anytime
soon," she said, even despite
recent Congressional action
to offer taxpayers hundreds
of dollars in rebates to boost
the economy.
"The damage has been
done," I.azerle said. "Their
work, as it typically is, has
been very reactionary."
Nevertheless, the speakers
came with both positive developments and ways to improve
the area.
The state is focusing on
place-branding to make
its labor and political support attractive to financiers,
said F.d Burghard, executive
director of the Ohio Business
Coalition and a marketer at
Proctor and Gamble.
"If you do not define yourself, others will define you
or they will forget you,"
Burghard said, offering a
multi-step road to selling a
place to an investor.
"In the world of place branding we make a promise to a
capital investor ... and it's

"I don't think anyone
in this room would
disagree that our lots
aren't even average."
James Wiegand | Police Chief
shuttle routes at one time or
another, so all would have to
be charged."
And although the transportation fee is not etched
in stone, Wiegand said the
amount would hopefully be
less than $100.
"We wou Id have to look at the
student population, the cost of
running the shuttles and what
activities the students want to
be included in the routes," he
said. "However, it would have
to be self-supporting so parking would not have to provide
funds for it."
Along with the creation of
a downtown shuttle route, a
transportation fee would also

incumbent upon us to deliver
upon that promise each and
every time," he said.
Ohio's own branding focuses on bringing an emotional
appeal to executives who are
looking to "balance" their personal and professional lives,
including ad campaigns featuring well-known personas
like Ohio State University
President Gordon Gee.
"We're speaking both to
their minds and their hearts,"
Burghard said.
"This stuff may look trite to
you, but it really does resonate," he said.
For Sawyer, hope lies in
enhancing cooperation and
retaining educated women.
For business to expand and
adapt — like some of Toledo's
glass production shifting to
solar panel production — businesses need to be nurtured at
the regional level in conjunction with academia and government, Sawyer said.
"We have a culture of kind of
a 'lone ranger,'" Sawyer said.
"That's a huge mistake.
Now the world is much too
complex. Entrepreneurs need
nurturing, they need connections," he said.
"Someone who knows how
to make machines at the nano
level may not know how to
produce a W2."
Sawyer also said the ratio
of women to men earning
higher education degrees has
expanded — he cited statistics
suggesting 168 women have
associate's degrees for every
100 men with them, up from
143 women a few years ago.
These women see success in
bigger cities like Boston and
Dallas, Sawyer said.
The key is to attract them
back to the Midwest.
"If your economic development is not female friendly,
you'll lose many of your best
and brightest, your best educated, to places like Chicago
and New York City," his
Powerpoint presentation read.
be used for the operation,
improvements and purchase
of new buses.
However, not everyone was
pleased with the discussion.
Senior Holly Eicher, an offcampus student who routinely has a hard time finding a
parking spot, was hoping for
more discussion on actual
parking spaces rather than the
improvements of lots.
"Parking pisses me off and
it's very frustrating," she said.
"Something, anything needs to
be changed. The way it is now
is just horrible."
And though they cannot personally attend to every single
parking issue on campus, both
Wiegand and Enriquez promised to do everything possible
to make students content with
the parking offered.
"We never ignore a parking
issue and we do discuss them
in our parking committees,"
Wiegand said. "We try to do
the very best we can with the
budget we have."

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com

newest venture, Ryno's Bar
and Grill. Located in Toledo,
they have the same motto as
Finders: establishing positive
relationships with the customer and employees.
"You treat employees,
vendors and customers the
same. They are all integral to
the success of the business,"
Simon said.
Maintaining those relationships are essential for the business to stay successful as well.
"You piss off one person,
they are going to tell 100.
Whatever we have to do to
keep the customer happy,
we'll do," Walkin said
The two of them researched
the area beforehand and realized there was no service like
Ryno's being provided to the
neighborhood.
By not only having a prime
location close to the University
of Toledo, but by also continuously changing their food,
being open for late hours, and
having smoking available on a
patio deck, Walkin and Simon
are providing a service to the
community where nothing like
it exists nearby.
"If you've done your homework and know the area where
you begin a business and have
the market for the service, I
don't think the economy per
say is going to affect the success
of the business," Skoog said. "It
depends on how hard someone
wants to work."

BUSINESS
From Page I
Bowling Green is not a standout case for businesses coming and going. Owners need to
understand their market and
carry out their product to their
clients' needs, Skoog said.
Somelocalbusinessesshould
be models of how to excel in
business in Bowling Green.
Finders Records, one of
the more popular, independently owned stores with
students, maintains success
by making sure there is a vast
array of music to select from
for any person.
"We try to keep everything
as far as what we carry in the
store as diverse as we can
and appeal to all ages," said
Laura Fredericks, store manager of Finders.
Finders will even go one
step further to satisfy clients by
ordering a particular record not
carried in the store.
"Pay attention to what your
customers want, have what they
need and do whatever you can
to give them what they need,"
Fredericks said. "Just cater to
the customer."
Customer satisfaction is the
main priority of two equal partners who are starting up their
own business.
Equal partners Ryan
Walkin and Carey Simon
welcomed customers to their

METERS

"It's a step in the

From Page 1

right direction.

"It will also be able to tell us if
we want to collect the readings
often enough where the power
is being used and how often in
the system." Maynard said. "It
will help us with out planning to
try to avoid getting transformers and circuits overloaded, particularly in the summer months
when everybody's running the
air conditioners."
The utilities department will
also be able to send out a signal
to a meter and get a reading if a
special reading is needed.
"If you say you're moving in
the 15th, we'll have a reading for
you on the 15th," Maynard said.
Graduate student and Bowling
Green homeowner Kelley
Harmon said she looks forward
to the new system because of
those inconvenient visits from
meter readers.
"It's a step in the right direction," she said. "It will eliminate
human error."
In the past, Harmon said
she's had several notices placed
on her front door because she
wasn't home when the meter
readers arrived.
"It's more complicated in
our town because -we have
such a large student population," Maynard said. "We've
got 1,000 students that move
in the fall, we set up electric
and water account. In the
spring people move out again
send people out there to do the
same thing."
A feasibility study performed

It will eliminate
human error."
Kelley Harmon | Grad. student
by the Brampton, Ontario-based
ValuTech Solutions found that
despite the large campus population, the University accounts
for only 16.7 percent of electric
and 14.2 percent of water usage.
Eighty-seven percent of
Bowling Green is residential,
12 percent is commercial and
1 percent is industrial, the
study showed.
The city currently employs
two meter readers who check
300 to 400 meters per day for 20
days of each month.
"Sometimes have to pull in
people from other departments to get all those readings."
Maynard said.
Because the two meter readers will no longer have jobs to do,
the utilities department will give
them 18 months to transfer to
new city positions.
Bob McOmber. city councilman and chair of public utilities, said the new system has
great advantages.
"Basically it will pay for itself,"
he said, admitting he was initially skeptical.
While the First meter won't
be installed until March 15,
Maynard already has a request
for Bowling Green residents.
"We need people to cooperate," he said.

• One Bedroom Apartments
• Very Reasonable Rents
• Located Above Businesses

Now Leasing
for 2008-2009 School Year!!
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer a( Clough
"Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Time-Warner cattle service included
in rentals
Central air & heat

1

Convenient laundry facilities
Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
1
Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.
1

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apis.

Heat & Cable Included
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available.

Heat & Cable Included

Om BLOCK SOUTH 01 WOOSTER
"\\ W K 0\ ()\ / R"

(419) 352-0164

www.univcrsityapartments.us
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11 a.m. - 2 pm
Dance Marathon T-shirt
Sales

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events ulccn from etvtsbgsuedu

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #7: "Student Art
Glass Association Exhibit"
Bowen Thompson Student UnionUnion 130

8 am - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #7: "Student Art
Glass Association Exhibit"

'1 a.m.-12 p.m.
Research and Service
Learning: Combining
Agendas

ByDaveHecrara
Senior Edtor

Union HI

Table Space Union 118-7

9 am 6 pm
UAO Poster Sale

5 - 7 p.m.
Focus the Nation Lecture

Bowen Thompson Student Union-

Olscamp Hall Classroom Space 111

Union 228 - Multipurpose Room

6 - 8 pm
Can Men and Women be
"Just Friends?"
Bowen Thompson Student Union
206

200D - Inqram-White Castle
Foundation Lounge

6 - 7 pm
SMART Information
Session

10am -1 pm
Focus the Nation

Bowen Thompson Student Union

Table Space Union 118-10 Table

318

Space

10 am - 7 p.m.
Focus the Nation

6:30 - 7:30 pm.
Ashley Hall 2nd Floor Pizza
Party

Bowen Thompson Student Union

Ashley Activity Room

308 - McMaster Meeting Room

10 am-5 pm
Focus the Nation Break Out
Room
Bowen Thompson Student Union

7-11:30 pm.
Creed on Campus Weekly
Meeting
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
201 - Sky Bank Room

201A - Sky Bank Room

10am -5pm
Focus the Nation Break Out
Room
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

207 -MylanderMtg. Room

MO p.m.
CRU Thursday Meeting
Olscamp Hall 101

7:30 p.m.
Poetry Contest
Harshman Chapman/Dunbar Blue

10 a.m. - S pm
Focus the Nation Break Out
Room
Bowen Thompson Student Union

208 - BGSU Family Room

Room

8 pm.
Festival Series: Naoko
Takada, marimba
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts

10 a.m - 5 pm.
Focus the Nation Break Out
Room

Center

Bowen Thompson Student Union

Workstation 031/30/08
UAO Pub Series

201B - Sky Bank Room

0

U

|'T

Black Swamp Pub at BTSU

'0am ^ | i'i
Focus the Nation Movies
and Presentations
Bowen Thompson Student Union
206 - Theater

COME ON DOWN-TO THE UNION

201 University Hall

1:30-4:30 pm
Women's Chorus Ball

Bowen Thompson Student Union

Speaker brings
factories, photos and
fiction together

Table Space Union 118-4

Bowen Thompson Student Union-

9:30 am-4:30 p.m.
Focus the Nation
Registration Area

Thuiiday. January 51.2008 3

10-11-30 pm
BGSU Ice Arena Mardi Gras
Student Skate
BGSU Ice Arena 417 Mercer Rd.

How do you film something that
doesn't exist?
Accordingto Paula Rahinowitz.
the idea is "a contradiction at
best, perhaps an impossibility."
But that hasn't stopped her
from trying to find out for sure.
Rabinowitz, professor and
chair of the English department
at the University of Minnesota,
reported her findings so far to
around 30 people in the Union
last night.
Her speech, "Epidemics of
Collapse: Noteson Documentary
and the Post-Industrial Sublime,"
looked at how film, photography
and poetry have investigated
the "destruction of accumulated
industrial wealth" that followed
20th century industrial growth.
Rabinowitz began by offering
a contrast: It didn't used to be
this way.
Decades ago, artists looked at,
"a nation restlessly at work."
"Mass media and massive
industry worked in tandem...
united in promoting a vision
of American manpower,"
Rabinowitz said.
Poets such as Carl Sandburg
and Walt Whitman and photographers who took pictures of
factories and dams highlighted
big businesses. She said they celebrated, "the power of machine"
and "faith in scientific and technical progress."
Even the very earliest films followed this trend.
The 1895 documentary
"Workers Leaving the Lumiere
Factory," said by some to be
the first real movie ever made,
was just that — people leaving
a factory.
Massive industrial projects
were "perhaps the sine qua non
of the heroic documentary aesthetic," Rabinowitz said.
But today, artists worldwide are
beginning to address the effect
of those modernization projects
on labor, infrastnicture and the
environment.
In these cases. Rabinowitz said,
there's often nothing left.
Labor isn't needed and great
works often collapse — literally.
In "A Plood in Baath Country"
a 2004 documentary, director
Omar Amiralay looked at the failures of a system of dams in Syria
that left some of the world's earliest farmland underwater.
Amiralay had made a docu-

mmjii/
Rentals
• 343 S. MAIN ST: $805 plus utilit

(M9) 352-5620

• 532 ELM ST A AND B: $945 plus utilities
• 433 N. ENTERPRISE: $725 plus utilities

iiiS Hdin - Bowhnq tipm
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Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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mentary praising the project 34
years earlier.
The 2004 film was an "apology
for what he calls his earlier 'hymn
to the crane,'" Rabinowitz said.
She also referenced Chinese
director Bing Wang's "West of the
Tracks." a nine-hour marathon
look at labor in China, as well
as Spike l£e's "When the l£vees
Broke," his 2006 examination of
the effects of Hurricane Katrina.
Rabinowitz spoke in the first of
three lectures this semester in the
Provost lecture Series.
She said the I-35W bridge collapse in Minneapolis last summer brought these examinations
home and continued to spark
her investigation.
She admitted the argument
was still a "work in progress."
"I'm still ambivalent about
this," she said.
But part of her goal in speaking
last night was to hear criticism
she could Incorporate into the
work, she said.
The University's Institute
for the Study of Culture and
Society holds the series each
spring to bring a variety of
scholarship to campus.
This year's series, "Cloning
Terror, Telling Tales and
Surveying the Ruins." aims to
examine the relationship among
images, presence, sound and
visibility and how they transmit
texts and performances.
The lecture series continues
Feb. 28 when WJT Mitchell, an
cnglish and art history at the
University of Chicago, speaks
on "Cloning Terror The War of
Images, 9-11 to Abu Ghraib."
The series concludes March
19 with "Performance of
Pouring Tea: Black Gay Men
of the South Tell Their Tales."
by Northwestern University
Professor of African American
Studies, B. Patrick lohnson.
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0AMETIHE: Biandon Schroeder. a senior majoring in philosphy. plays Plinko with
Cru at the 2008 Get Involved Fair, which took place in the Union earlier today and featured tables set up by a variety of campus organizations Comprised of students at the
University. Cru is a social service and spiritual organization on campus
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RIDGE MANOR
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519 Ridge St.
• 2 Bedroom Townhouses
• Furnished
• 1 Bathroom
• $570/ mo + Electric & Gas
(2 person rate)
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"It helps a lot of patients who are in a lot of pain and don't want to wait around
to get help. -Robert Schwartz, on marijuana vending machines- in Calif, [see story pg.S]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What do you do to help the environment?
"I turn off the water

"I don't litter, and

"I drive when I need

'When I am on

when I'm brushing

I yell at my friends

to, I don't just drive

wcampus I recycle."

my teeth."

when they try to."

to drive."

JOEOUTMAN
Freshman, Marketing

LINDSEY
LINDENBAUM
Sophomore.
Communication Disorders

RAMON HAMILTON
Freshman, Undecided

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The

w

A

JI

WHITNEY BELLMAN
Junior. Accounting

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question' Gve us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

OUR VIEW

A chance to focus on the nation
Global warming is being called the greatest issue
facing our generation. So please don't forget
about Focus The Nation events on campus today.
For an issue that dabbles in politics, science and
health fields, it has been long belabored. That's
where Focus The Nation comes to the rescue.
With a strong emphasis on discussing solutions, this could be a big step forward shifting
the attention on global warming to productive
progress.
We owe a huge debt to t he scores of students and
professors who've donated their time toward organizing today's events — such dedication is rare.

And on this hotbed of learning, we should
be able to facilitate a really stunning discussion. An opportunity like this should never
be wasted.
Consider the implications of this event. If
you go, you'll know not only that you have educated yourself on issues being discussed in the
current presidential election, but also contributed to solutions. Maybe one day you will be
able to look back fondly on the discussions you
had roday.
This is a nationwide event. This is the big picture. And this is in your own backyard.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Help us help you..to have
school spirit for BGSU!
Hey yo! Hey yo! YEAH YOU!
Check this out!!! In response to
the recent article "Where has all
the BG spirit gone?" Dan. 281 we
wanted to address the campus,
being that we are THE spirit
crew and all.
We wanted to say that this is
not the only time the University
has felt down on their spirit!
Our group, founded in 1946
by President Frank). Prout,
had the purpose of promoting
school spirit. Our group consists of two seniors, two juniors
and two sophomores whose
identities remain a secret until
the spring of their senior year.
Our black and red signs can be

found around campus and we
make frequent, unannounced
appearances at campus events.
We would like to say that there
are still six people working hard
to fulfill this task of making BG
full of FALCON PRIDE! School
spirit isn't just aimed at athletics. Sure, we all love us some
Falcon athletics sometimes,
but look elsewhere on campus
besides Anderson Arena and
the Doyt and you will see it is
full of spirit. Make a trip out
to the art building, the music
building, the dining halls, even
the different academic departments, and we guarantee you
will see school pride! There are
many people on this campus
that "bleed orange and brown"
off the turf, the courts and the

RentifiS a House in BG.
[And +r\;s «S our^
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6 bedrooms!
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ice. Look at the community
around the University. Try and
tell us that downtown BG isn't
full of spirit throughout the
week! As the oldest continually
active student group on campus, we, SICSIC, challenge every
person who calls themselves
a Falcon to show it! Support
your school and wear orange
and brown on Fridays! Fridays
will be known from here on
out as Falcon Fridays. We'll be
watching! The Beach Boys said
it best: "Be true to your school,
just like you would to your girl
or guy. Be true to your school
now, let your colors fly."
Go Falcons!!
— SICSIC
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'm still walking from downtown
"I am one of many students who make
the trek from downtown in weather cold
enough to turn your nipples inside out..."
The benefits of having a downtown shuttle service are obvious.
So why hasn't it happened yet?
Almost every year, USG candidates i ini on the promise of
adding a downtown route to the
shuttle service. Seduced by the
idea of not walking home from
the bars in 10 degree weather, or
getting Sunday breakfast at the
Corner Grill, maybe you actually
voted in the last USG election.
In spite of this, when I spoke
to Fred Smith, director of shutde
services, he told me it had been
at least 10 years since he spoke
to a USG president about the
possibility of a downtown shuttle service.
I was struck by this when I
was walking to school at 7 a.m.,
Bowling Green's biting wind
lashing at my face. Surely I'm
not the only one who would
benefit from having a heated
bus to cany me to campus.
I am one of many students
who make the trek from downtown in weather cold enough
to turn your nipples inside out.
USG claims to represent me
and my needs to the University.
Where is the dialogue about
extending the shuttle service
beyond the north, south and
main routes?
The benefits of a downtown shuttle would extend far
beyond my own frostbitten
legs. One of the things that
makes this town worth living in are the charming local
businesses located downtown, many of which cater to
special interests.
Both residents and students
are proud of BG's little stores

in); a nighttime shuttle service
downtown anytime soon takes
us even deeper into the realm of
the unlikely, it gives us more evidence that a downtown shuttle
would be appreciated by the
student body.
It would also go a long way to
prove the University's commitment to the safety of its students
by discouraging driving home
from the bars. A quick survey
of students outside Uptown
gives the impression that many
would pay an extra transportation fee to see an expanded
shuttle route. I would be one
of them.
One of the most common
complaints I hear about USG is
that they are not active or visible
enough. USG represents us, so
it is up to us to make our needs
known. If you think a downtown
shuttle is something you would
want, support and make use
of, then start a dialogue about
it: E-mail your senator — the
USG Web site has their contact
information. Put a note in one
of the "Got Issues?" boxes on
campus or attend one of USG's
biweekly general assemblies or
monthly forums and make your
voice heard. If you want to see
change on campus, be a pan of
creating it.
University students value the
shuttle service even as it is now,
under-funded and limited in the
areas it covers. There is a desire
to see an extension of the bus
routes, and USG should reflect
our needs.
If the University and the city
can work out a way to make a
downtown shuttle service a reality, hundreds if not thousands
of students will benefit. Bowling
Green businesses will benefit.
The environment will benefit. If
the various groups could come
together to create a workable
solution, we would be well on
our way to creating a new and
improved Bowling Green.

and would like to support them.
Many people take great pleasure in having a quiet moment
at Grounds for Thought, the
hearty European cuisine at
Naslada and the comfort of the
Happy Badger.
A downtown bus would
ensure that we always have
access to these unique services.
An increase in demand would
revitalize the city's economy and
even create more job opportunities for students and residents.
If the city and the University
are committed to reducing their
ecological impact, then a downtown shuttle would create obvious benefits here too.
For those who drive to school,
any move that would cut down
on the amount of time spent
driving around campus looking
for parking would be welcome.
For a city with the word green
in its name, and voted one of
Ohio's best, its public transportation is pretty pathetic. A
downtown bus would make a
significant difference.
Back in 2003, the city went as
far as to request a downtown
shuttle service, citing many of
the same reasons I have given
above. Five years later, however, progress on the matter
remains elusive.
The big issue then, as it
is today, was funding. As an
auxiliary service, funding for
shuttle services does not come
from our tuition, but through
parking services. With the
funding situation as it is, the
University has enough trouble
making sure the routes we do
have run efficiently.
Although the prospect of hav-

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page

— Respond to Kampire al
thenews@bgnews.com.
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Keeping our private lives to ourselves and away from strangers
DAILY ILLINOIS GuEST COLUMNIST

Privacy: The word evokes a
variety of impassioned definitions. Whether in response to
the intrusively broad range of
jurisdictions given to the FBI
by the Patriot Act or to your
mother opening your unlocked
bedroom door while you're
having some "alone time," personal privacy is something most
people say they covet. But following the rise of several trends
in communication technology,
we can't seem to sacrifice our
right to privacy of both time
and information fast enough.
You might already have
guessed a few of the culprits to
which I refer — social networking Web sites like Facebook and
MySpace. But others stand out

in my mind as well. Cell phones,
anyone? "So what?" you might
ask yourself. You may feel completely comfortable supplying
all your dirty details on your
Facebook profile. But perhaps
you should ask yourself if you
ever possessed an interest in
publicly revealing this information prior to becoming addicted
to your networking Web site of
choice.
Depending upon your privacy
settings, people all over your
geographic network, as well as
anyone using the Web application, can view everything from
your personal address to your
favorite books (ironically, this
follows public complaints about
the FBI's ability to monitor citizens' library records).
That secret sliver of misunderstood teen leftover in your

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434051 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
I

Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 WestiHall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

"That secret sliver of misunderstood teen
leftover in your personality from freshman
year of high school finds an outlet to
freedom, airing sometimes intimately
personal business to people."
personality from freshman year
of high school finds an outlet
to freedom, airing sometimes
intimately (and uncomfortably)
personal business to the people
connected with you.
If updating a status message
isn't enough, the ability of IM
users to post away messages
provides yet another opportunity to broadcast what you're up
to across the Internet. People
even notify others when they

sleep and shower, times when
it fortunately is still possible
(often, anyway) to remain free
from the contact of others. Why
does someone need to leave you
a message or attempt to begin
a conversation with you if they
know you are currently away
from your computer? Anything
that could possibly be worth
discussing can wait, as cleanliness and rest are both advisable
parts of human existence. If such

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON. CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU. DESIGN EDITOR
BRIAN SZABELSKL WEB EDITOR
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CHRIS VOLOSCHUK. SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIECURUS, PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSOKSPfKIALSECTIONSEDITOR
ENOCH WU. PHOTO EDITOR
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concerns arise, they can always
reach you via cell phone.
Although cell phones reveal
less about your personal life to
strangers, the increases in cell
phone ownership and usage
have diminished the amount
of time we spend alone. Having
your cell phone on your person
often creates an impulse to call
someone whenever possible.
And don't even get me started on
texting. There is absolutely no
need to send someone a message reading, "how r u im in class
lob" in the middle of a 10 a.m.
lecture. Silent and vibrate modes
only reinforce this. Tunes when
we should be unreachable — in
class, in rehearsal, in bed — we
perhaps change the volume se»ting, but we never just turn the
thing off.
Once, phone plans ranged in

the hundreds of minutes. Now,
they reach into the thousands,
and many users still opt to have
unlimited texting, as if more
time were needed to talk.
Whatever happened to spending time in solitude? What
happened to introspective relaxation? At any hour of the day or
night, we leave ourselves open
to the contact of others, keeping
our phones in our jeans pockets
and desperately but covertly
hoping someone, anyone will
call while we're by ourselves.
We need to uninstall the
Facebook browser toolbar. We
need to log off. And when all this
is done, maybe we need to just
relax in that bubble bath surrounded by candles and trashy
romance novels and enjoy a
moment alone before Mom
bursts in.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
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LA. vending machines offer marijuana

DAMIAND0V4AGANES I AP PHOTO

PRESS A4: Los Angeles medicakannabis dispensary owner Vincent Mehdizadeh poses
with his new marijuana vending machine installed at the Herbal Nutrition Center in LA.
By Daisy Nguyen
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — The city that
popularized the fast food drivethru has a new innovation: 24hour medical marijuana vending machines.

Patients suffering from chronic
pain, loss of appetite and other
ailments that marijuana is said to
alleviate can get their pot with a
dose of convenience at the I lerbal
Nutrition Center, where a large
machine will dole out the drug
around the, clock.

"Convenient access, lower
prices, safety, anonymity,"
inventor and owner Vincent
Mehdizadeh said, extolling the
benefits of the machine.
But federal drug agents say the
invention may need unplugging.
"Somebody owns |it|, it's on
a property and somebody fills
it," said DEA Special Agent lose
Martinez. "Once we find out
where it's at, we'll look into it and
see if they're violating laws."
At least three dispensaries in
the city, including two belonging to Mehdizadeh, have installed
vending machines to distribute
the drug to people who carry
cards authorizing marijuana use.
Mehdizadeh said he spent
seven months to develop and patent t he black, armored box, which
he calls the "PVM," or prescription vending machine.
A sliding fence protects the
tinted windows of his dispensary,

barely distinguishing it from a
busy thoroughfare of strip malls,
automobile dealers and furniture
shops. A box resembling a large
refrigerator stands inside the
nearly empty shop, near a few
shelves stocked with vitamins
and herbs.
AguardinablackT-shirt emblazoned with the word "Security"
on the front stands at the door. A
poster of Bob Mariey decorates a
back room.
The computerized machine
requires fingerprint identification and a prepaid card with a
magnetic stripe. Once the card
and fingerprint are verified, a
bright green envelope with the
pot drops down a slot.
Mehdizadeh says any user
approved for medical marijuana
and registered in a computer
database at his dispensaries can
pre-purchase the drug and then
use the machine to pick up.
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To play: Complete the grid

the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

By Angela K. Brown

IttSA AP PHOTO
AGING PLANET: This image provided by NASA yesterday shows the historic first look
at the previously unseen side of Mercury taken by the MESSENGER spacecraft.

pared to Earth's dull black-andwhite moon. But the new photos,
which reveal parts of Mercury
net er seen, show the tiny planet
is more colorful and once had
volcanic activity.
With the help of NASA hightech enhancement, Messenger
photos showed baby blues and
dark reds.
"It has very subtle red and

blue areas," said instrument scientist Louise Prorkter of Johns
Hopkins University, which
tuns the Messenger mission for
NASA. "Mercury doesn't look
like the moon."
The last time a NASA spacecraft went to Mercury was
Mariner 10 in 1975. It took
pictures of just 45 percent of
the planet.

FORT WORTH, Texas — A day
after wildfires burned almost 30
square miles across Texas, a few
more blazes sprang up yesterday
while victims sifted through the
charred remnants of their homes.
(iary Kan spent the day moving debris from his blackened
mobile home moving business
near Reno, west of Eon Worth.
The building sustained about
SIOO.OOO in damage but was not
destroyed, although much of
his equipment and hundreds of
tires were.
"It's just one of them things that
happens," Kan said. "There's not
much you can do about it, but I'm
very grateful that even though we
lost a lot, they saved a lot, too."
His was one of several dozen
homes or businesses, mostly in
Parker and Wise counties, in the
path of 18,700 acres of wildfires
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Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The first pictures from the unseen side of
Mercury reveal the wrinkles of
a shrinking, aging planet with
scars from volcanic eruptions
and a birthmark shaped like a
spider.
Someofthe l,213photos taken
by NASA's Messenger probe and
unveiled yesterday help support
the case that ancient volcanoes
dot Mercury and that it is shrink
ingas it gets older, forming wrinkle-like ridges. But other images
are surprising and puzzling.
The spidery shape captured in
aphotois'unlikeanything we've
seen anywhere in the solar system," said mission chief scientist
Sean Solomon of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington. The
image shows what looks like a
large crater with faint lines radiating out from it.
Mercury, the closest planet to
the sun, has often been com-
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"I'm very grateful
that even though
we lost a lot, they
saved a lot, too."
Gary Karr | homeowne'
fueled by winds of more than 50
mph in some places.
The humidity increased and
winds decreased a bit yesterday,
but with conditions still ripe for
Bres, the National Weather Service
issued a warning for about (iO percent of the state. Some hot spots

reignited in North Texas, while
some new blazes started, officials
said. No injuries were reported.
To deal with the continued
wildfire threat, seven Texas
Military Forces utility helicopters were activated in Austin,
San Antonio and the Dallas-Fort
Worth area, according to Gov.
Rick Perry* office. One CH-47
helicopter is on standby in the
Dallas-Fort Worth area.
Perry issued a state disaster
proclamation yesterday for 152
of the state's 254 counties, allowing them to be eligible for state
assistance. Bum bans are already
in place in those counties.

Senior PortraitsToday
and Tomorrow!!
Thi
Senior ?°J«aitS
taken at

in *e ****

tree'
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2008 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Make an appointment online at www.MySeniorPortrait.com or walk-ins accepted.
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Australian government apologizes for Aboriginal 'stolen generations'
By Rohan Sullivan
The Associated Press

MOUNT DRUiri. Australia — As
,i girl. Mali Melito Russell fell out
i if plan\ she was darker than the
ither kids at sdltxA she felt more
comfortable in the forest than her
tuburban home and she had vivid
dreams oJ an Aboriginal woman
beckoning hec
At age 24. she learned a shocking truth that hel|>ed explain her
mease and set her on an agonizing search for an identity
-Hatched away from her the day
she was bom.
Russell is among thousands of
\ustralian Aborigines who were
tnnihly removed from their families under poBdes tliat lasted lor
decades until 1970, leaving deep
,ii- on countless lives and the

nations psyche,
Viiiralia's government siiid yesicrday it would formally apologize
10 the so-called "Stolen genera'ions "as Ihe first item of business of

the new I'arliament, on R'b 13.
The issue has divided Australians
for decades, and an apology would
be a crucial step toward righting
injustices many blame for the marginalized existence of Australia's
original inhabitants — its poorest
and most deprived citizens.
"It's not going to bring back my
life," Russell, 72, toldlhe Associated
Press yesterday at her home on
Sydney's outskirts. "It's not going to
bring back my mum. It's not going
to take away the abuse that I had to
endure when I was growing up."
"But at least it's a start"
Prime Minister Kevin Rulld,
elected last November and whose
pledge to a|Milogi/e overturns
a decade of refusals by his predecessor, has ruled out paying
compensation. Bui he says he is
determined to help all Aborigines
achieve better health, education
and living standards.
"Iliis is about getting the symIxilic covenant, if you like, between
indigenous and non-indigenous

Australia right and then moving
on," Rudd said this week.
Indigenous Affairs Minister Jenny
Macklin said Wednesday tlie apology would "be made on behalf of the
Australian government and does
not attribute guilt to the cuncnt
generation of Australian people."
Her statement reflects the
lingering concerns of many
Australians that they should not
be made responsible for mistakes
by their forebears.
Aborigines — 450,000 among
Australia's population of 21 million
— are the country's poorest ethnic
group and are most likely to be
jailed, unemployed and illiterate.
Their life expectancy is 17 years
shorter than other Australians.
Prom 1910 until 1970, some
100,000 mostly mixed-blood
Aboriginal children were taken
from their parents under state
and federal laws that argued
the race was doomed and that
integrating the children was a
humane alternative.

JOHNPHYKE

Farm Cove in Sydney. Australia Australia's government announced yesteiday it will issue a formal apology to the countrys indigenous people

toxic metal content may hinder dolphin slaughter
By Joseph Coleman
The Associated Press

IAI1I, Japan — Every autumn
and winter, hunters from this
i raggy Japanese fishing village
corral thousands of dolphins
into a liny, isolated cove and
kill them for meat and fertilizer, turning the water red with
their blood.
And every year, foreign animal rights protesters converge
on the town, interfering with
the slaughter, clashing with
fishermen and broadcasting
".tislv photographs of the slay
nigs around the world — all
.vithout stopping the hunt.

Now, Japan's dolphin hunters
face a new. powerful opponent:
mercury contamination.
A series of scientific studies in

"The mayor says
we've caused 100
million yen ($1
million) in damages..."
recent years in Japan have documented high levels oft he toxic
heavy metal in dolphin meat,
and a group of city councilmen
in Taiji launched an unprecedented campaign against the
hunt several months ago after
doing their own tests.
A leading regional supermarket chain has pulled dolphin from its shelves over the
health concerns, and hunt critics in the town say villagers are

shunning it. Meat from pilot
whales — a type of dolphin
— was taken off local school
lunch menus in October.
The mayor says we've
caused 100 million yen IS I
million) in damages to the
industry, but I don't know
how that's calculated," said
Junichiro Yamashita, a city
councilman spearheading the
anti-hunt movement. "They
say the business is important
for Taiji, but we say that health
is more important."
Indeed, while animal rights
arguments against the hunt
have fallen on deaf ears in
lapan, the threat of mercury
contamination strikes a chord
in a country where food safety
is rapidly becoming a paramount public concern.

iry criticizes Israel-Lebanon war
By Steven Gutkin
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM — Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert emerged relatively
unscathed from the final report
yesterday on his handling of
Israel's 2006 war in Lebanon,
even though the inquiry criticized both the government and
the army for "serious failings
and flaws."
The report stopped short of
blaming Olmert personally for
what many Israelis saw as a
stunning debacle that emboldened the lewish state's enemies.
A harsher indictment could
have threatened 01 men's rule
and his stated goal of signing a peace treaty with the
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DOWN UNDER: Aboriginal performers play traditional didgendoo instilments and clap sticks during the Woggan-magule ceremony at

Palestinians within a year.
The head of a five-member
investigative pancl.retircd judge
Eliyahu Winograd, described a
U.N.-brokered cease-fire as an
"achievement for Israel." And
he said Olmert, in ordering a
last-minute ground offensive,
acted "out of a strong and sincere perception" of what the
prime minister thought was
"Israel's interest."
The final report stood In sharp
contrast to a strongly worded
interim report last Aprilwhich
criticized Olmert personally
for "severe failure" in "hastily"
going to war.
The war erupted on July 12,
2006, when Hezbollah guerrillas crossed into Israel, killed
three Israeli soldiers and cap-

tured two others.
Olmert entered the conflict with enormous support
from the Israeli public, but his
popularity plunged after the
campaign failed to achieve his
declared goals — winning the
soldiers' release and crushing
Hezbollah. The two soldiers
have still not been heard from.
The 629-page report was
delivered to Olmert an hour
before it was made public at a
news conference, and the prime
minister's office was "breathing a sigh of relief." Olmert's
spokesman, lacob Galanty, was
quoted as saying.
In a statement, Olmert's
office said he had begun reading the report and would study
its conclusions.

CALL FOR RENT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717

(Close to Campus)

CREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Join the fun during College Daze at Mad River
Mountain! Get 50% off a day lift ticket when you
bring in a valid student ID!

First Time Fun Guaranteed!
Feb 23-24
9am-9:30pm

353-PAPA
(7272)

826 S. Main

Score a Touchdown with
Papa John's at your Party

$6.00

each

Three Medium Pizzas
with Cheese & 1 topping
Add
30 Wings (Hot or BBQ) for only $14.99
Offer expires2/03/2008

All Major Credit Cards Accepted
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SIDELINES
WESTERN
&j^ MICHIGAN

79

Struggles-ville

BOWLING
GREEN

73
It's peaks and
valleys for
youthful
Falcons

FOOTBALL
Giants' Plaxico
Burress makes
a prediction
on the game

By Chris Voloschuk

The wide receiver predicted

Sports Editor

that the Giants would win
23-17. Patriots QB Tom Brady
felt miffed at the notion that
his offense would only score
17 points
Page 8

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check out The
BG News Sports Blog for
all the information on the
latest goings-on with all of
your favorite Falcon sports.
The blog is also good for live
game updates of hockey as
well as men's and women's
basketball
http://www.bgnewssports
blogspot.com

OUR CALL
BERNARDO AGUIAR : THEBGNfcWS

Today in
Sports History
1992—Sportscaster
Howard Cosell retires
1991—Denver Nuggets
guard Michael Adams

STRUGGLING: The Falcons suffered their third straight defeat in conference as they fell to the Western Michigan Broncos by a score of 79-75. The loss dropped the Falcons to 4-5
m conference play and 15-6 overall. The Broncos improved to 9-12 on the season and 6-1 inside the Mid-American Conference.

Falcons suffer third straight MAC defeat
By Bill Bord.-ick
Assistant Sports Editor

becomes shortest NBA player
to record a triple-double He
is listed at 510"
1975-UCLA wins NCAA
basketball championship

The List
Super Bowl week has always
been good for some
participating player drama.
With that said, we bring you
the top five Super Bowl
controversies:

1. Eugene Robinson:
This Falcons safety was
arrested for solicitation
Anytime a player gets busted
for soliciting a prostitute the
night before the big game, it's
headline news

2. Stanley Wilson:
The Bengal running back was

"We need a win. The last couple games
have been tough. None of used

Three losses over a two-month
span are uncommon for the
to losing like this."
BG women's basketball team
— three straight losses, espeJen Uhl I BG Forward
cially in conference play, are
utes and was able to generate 19 their credit, they shot tremenunheard of.
This is what has happened to points on offense. Achter also dously well."
the Falcons. BG drops to 4-3 in adhered to her title as floor genThe Falcons, meanwhile,
conference and it has lost two eral by dishing out eight assists. struggled to shoot only 38
"Kate Achter was just strongall percent on the night and only
straight games at home.
"We're not going to panic," said night." said Western Michigan 24 percent from the threeBG coach Curt Miller. "Western coach Ron Stewart. "She's really point line.
Michigan is now in first place in the focal point of what you try to
"We knew it was going to be
the west."
do when you prepare."
like this this season," Miller said.
BG just could never get ahold
Freshmen Lauren Prochaska "We knew we were going to have
of Western Michigan's Tiara and Crystal Murdaugh were good stretches and we knew we
Delahoussaye, who scored also in double-figures by post- would have bad stretches — we
19 points, had 13 assists and ing 14 and 12, respectively.
are so young."
BG was only able to stay in the
grabbed seven rebounds.
One stat that should jump out
"She's very quick," said BG at every Falcon fan is the shoot- game because they forced the
guard Kate Achter speaking of ing percentage for the Broncos. Broncos into 27 turnovers while
Delahoussaye's play.
WMU shot a blistering 65 per- only coughing it up 14 times
Delahoussaye was joined cent from the field on the night. themselves.
in double-figures by Amanda Included in that was the 70 perThe Falcons also made some
Parker and Molly Dwyer, who cent that Bronco players shot ground on second-chance
each had 13 points, and Sara from behind the arc.
points by besting the Broncos
Vest, who poured in 12.
"Our defense broke down a by 16 points in that category but
The Falcons were led by lot — we gave them a lot of losing by 14 points on the fastAchter. Achter played all 40 min- open shots," Achter said. "To break kind of evened things out.

The game was close throughout. In fact, the Broncos' six
point winning margin was its
largest lead of the game. There
were ten ties during the course
ofthegame.
The Falcons will next be in
action on Saturday as they
travel up 1-75 to take on rival
Toledo at 2:30 pm.
"We need a win," said BG forward len Uhl. "The last couple of
games have been hard. None of
us are used to losing like this."
SHOOTING
WESTERN MICHIGAN:
The Broncos shot 65 percent
from the field on the night.
They connected on 70 percent
of their three-pointers and
made 81 percent of their free
throws
BOWLING GREEN:
The Falcons shot only 58.6
percent on the night. BG only
connected on 54.6 percent of
three-point attempts and only
made 66.7 of their free throw
attempts

On a team featuring seven
freshmen, there will be peaks
and valleys.
For the BG women's basketball team, the current landscape looksa lot likea valley. In
trying to bust a two-game MidAmerican Conference losing
skid last night at Anderson
Arena, the Falcons skidded
even more, dropping a game
to Western Michigan, 79-73.
The game started off promising enough, with BG jumping out to an early 7-2 lead. The
offense looked crisp and the
defense provided the needed
pressure. But when WMU
finally answered the Falcons'
attack, they went into the locker room at halftime with a lead
that they'd gained and held on
to for almost 13 minutes.
It was back to the valley for
BG. Their youth was showing.
Point guard Kate Achter said
that the buckle-down defense
of recent years is still coming.
"I think that in seasons past
we had the experience and
we were able to buckle down,"
Achter said. "We were experienced mentally and physically for whatever was going
to come at us. I think this year
we're still young and we're still
learning that great, we scored,
but we've got to buckle-down
at the other end."
At several points in the second half, it really looked like
BG was going to navigate its
way out of the valley and start
climbing toward the peak
again. With just under 13 minutes to play in the game, BG
buckled down and snatched
the lead back, 50-48.
But it was just not to
be. Behind the speed and
play making of guard Tiera
DeLaHoussaye, the Broncos
were able to take back the lead
and pull out the win. They had
answers for everything BG did,
and so it was another night in
the valley.
"We need a win," said freshman forward len Uhl. "These
last couple of games have been
hard and none of us are used
to losing like this. We just need
to bounce back and figure out
a way to win."
Until last week, the Falcons
were all over that peak. With
a 15-3 record and a 4-0 mark
in MAC play, things were
See YOUTH | Page 8

found in the bathroom of his
hotel room, sweating, shaking
and overdosed on cocaine

3. Barret Robbins:
The Raiders center went
missing the night before his

Cleveland suburb has been
good for Falcon hockey

Men's basketball bests Ball State
for third straight victory

team's game against the Bucs.
It was later revealed that
Robbins was bipolar and
suffered from depression after
it was initially reported that
he spent the night
in Tijuana drinking

4. Ray Lewis: He was
convicted of obstructing
justice at the previous year's
Super Bowl. Lewis spent the
whole week leading up to
the game against the Giants
explaining himself

5. Max McGee: The
Packers' wide out spent the
night before going out
drinking. Despite battling a
hangover, McGee was still
able to catch seven passes for
137 yards and two
touchdowns

By Bill Bord.wick
Assistant Sports Editor

Brian
Moten

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Scored 19 points
on eight of
nine shooting

The Falcons look like a completely different team from the
one that was blown out a week
and a half ago at Akron.
The improved Falcons
showed off their prowess again the night.
last night as they defeated Ball
BG raced out to a 31-20 lead
State 63-53 for its first MAC road at halftime and that was essenvictory on the season.
tially the difference in the
The Falcons were led by guard game. The two teams played
Brian Moten, who poured in even in the second half with
19 points off the bench. Moten the Cardinals only able to gain
made eight of his nine shots one point.
including three of his four
The Cardinals were paced by
three-point attempts and had Melvin Goins who had 18 points.
three rebounds.
Also in double figures for the
Also in double figures for the Cardinals was Anthony Newell
Falcons were Darryl Clements with 14 and Payton Stovall with
and Nate Miller. Clements 10. Stovall also was able to grab
scored 13 while Miller had 12 10 rebounds.
points. Miller was also able to
The Falcons will look to
push their winning streak to
grab eight rebounds.
The Falcons shot 56 percent four Saturday as they travel to
on the night while holding the Western Michigan to take on
Cardinals to just 3.t percent on t he Broncos at 4p.m. ••

PARMA HAN: Freshman Forward Jake Cepis
is a member a select group of Fakon leers who
hail from the Cleveland suburb of Parma*

The city of Parma is generally
known for being Cleveland's largest suburb.
In recent years, however, the
area has become a hockey hotbed, producing several talented
college and professional players.
Brian 1 lolzinger, the last Falcon
to win the Hobey Baker Award,
grew up in the area and has led
the way for a stream of players in
the NCAA and NHL today.
"I know Brian pretty well and he
was one of the reasons 1 ended up
coming to BG," lake Cepis said,
the current Falcon forward who
also hails from Parma.
Cepis currently ranks second
on the team in points with 10
goals and 10 assists in 23 games.
But the Falcons aren't the
only team with a Parma player
who brings a scoring presence
to this weekend's two-game set
in Columbus.

il

Jake
Cepis
Has 20 points on
the season -10
goals and 10 assists

Tommy Goebel. Nick Biondo
and Tom Fritsche. all of Ohio State,
call Parma home during the offseason. Goebel, a senior, leads the
Buckeyes in scoring this year after
transferring from Michigan State
following his sophomore year.
"Things weren't working out for
me at Michigan State," Goebel
said. "1 always wanted to play for
an Ohio school and represent
Ohio that way."
Goebel represented his club
well last weekend. eamingCentral
Collegiate Hockey Association
honors as the week's best forward
He put up four goals and an assist
See PARMA | Page 8
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Palmer-fest in Cincinnati Plaxico Burress looks into crystal ball, irks Tom Brady
for Bengals next season
"We're only going
By Barry WiI,,,.,
The Associated Press

By Jo. Kay
T he Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Jordan Palmer
was packed lor Phoenix, ready
to lake his career to the Arena
i ootball league, when he got a
most unusual offer.
The Cincinnati Bengals
wanted to know if he would
like to try to earn a spot as
his brother's backup. They
didn't have to wait long for
an answer.
He signed a iwo-ycat deal

yesterday thai will give him
a chance lo play behind his
brother, quarterback Carson
Palmer. Although brother tandems have been common in
the Ml., it's rare thai two of
them get lo throw passes for
the same team.

"Someday we'll look back and
laugh about it and think il was
pretty cool," lordan said, in a
phone interview.
It's certainly unusual.
There have been dozens of brother tandems on
NFL teams. Akin and Itemi
Ayodele in Dallas, Chris and
Nic demons in Washington,
lake Heed and Dale Cartel
in New Orleans, Andre and
Kevin Dyson in Tennessee are

YOUTH
From Page 7
rolling along. But after the
team's first three-game losing streak in more than three
years, last night became a time
to get back to what brought on
all the early success.
While there were some positives, like the 27 turnovers
forced turnovers, or the 14
points from Uhl off the bench,

"Someday we'll
look back and laugh
about it and think it
was pretty cool."
Jordan Palmer | Bengals QB
recent examples.
Having two brothers at
quarterback is rare. According
to the Ellas Sports Bureau, no
brothers have played quarterback for the same team
during the Super Bowl era.
Koy Detmer was on injured
reserve for Philadelphia while
his brother, ly. played for the
Eagles in 1997.
The Bengals have had two
sets ofbrothers play at the same
time: )im and Ross Browner in
1979-80, and Ray and Archie
Criffin from 1978-83.
So far. Carson Palmer has
had the more accomplished
career, winning the lleisman
Trophy at Southern California
before becoming the No. I
overall pick in the 2003 draft.
He led the Bengals to the playoffs in 2005 before a severe
knee injury temporarily set
him back.

the team's relative inexperience reappeared. The return
to success would have to wait
another game.
The big defensive plays
that were sorely needed never
quite came.
"It's the youth being able to
get important stops," said BG
coach Curt Miller. "We talked
all about the game today getting better defensively, and get
ting better as a team. When
it's all said and done, we didn't

PHOENIX—Tom Brady scoffed.
Plaxico Burress wondered what
all the attention was about.
Brady was puzzled by
Burress' prediction that the
New York Giants would beat the
New England Patriots 23-17 in
Sunday's Super Bowl. The fact
Burress picked the Giants hardly surprised the league's MVP.
The score certainly did.
"We're only going to score 17
points?" Brady said yesterday
morning before chuckling. "OK.
Is Plax playing defense?"
"I wish he had said 45-42
and gave us a little credit for
more points."
Considering the Patriots set
an NFL record by scoring 589
points, Brady's 50 touchdown
passes were the most ever for
one season, and Randy Moss
broke lerry Rice's mark with 23
touchdown catches, Burress
might have been a bit chintzy.
"1 know they have confidence. They should have confidence," Brady said. "They are
the NFC champions."
"I learned a lesson early in my
career: No matter what you say
during the week — and God
knows we say a lot this week
— we're going to be focused
on going out and winning

"It's the youth
being able to get
important stops."
Curt Miller | BG coach
have a great defensive night,
other than forcing turnovers."
"Bui if we didn't force a turnover, we couldn't get a stop,"
he said.

We've got your next place!
Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 17, 2008 to August 9. 2008.

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from OHenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - S395.00 per month
One Year - S370.00 per month

PETS ALLOWED
with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET At Thurstin.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

Furn. Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S465.00 per month.
One year - $400.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unturn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $385.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn. Or Unturn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $395.00 per month.
One year - S350.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unturn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - $410.00 per month.
One year - $360.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unturn One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - $410.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $435.00 per month.
One year - S370.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS - —
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unturn. One Bath & Extra Vanity.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

521 E. MERRY- Near OHenhauer.
Furn. Or Unfurn Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $655.00 per month.
One year - $565.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unturn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn One Bath W/ Vanity In Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $520.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unlurn. Two lull baths.
School year - $650.00 per month.
One year - $540.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $565 00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $560.00 per month.
One year - $485.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
at S. College.

Unlurnished. 1'" baths, dishwasher.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

-.-JOHN

NEWLOVE

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office: 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. - Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
*ww.|ohnnewloverealeslale com

to score 17 points?
Is Plax playing
defense?"
Tom Brady | Patriots QB
this game. We're confident,
but 1 don't think we share our
thoughts with everybody."
Burress did. And when he
showed up 33 minutes late for
the Giants' media session yesterday morning, there was speculation the wide receiver was trying
to avoid the spotlight.
Turns out Burress was spending time with his 1-year-old son
and family at breakfast, claiming he was unaware so many
people wanted to interrogate
him about his prediction.
Nor was he aware, he said,
that a hefty fine comes with
missing a Super Bowl week
media session.
"I don't understand what the
fuss is about," Burress said, surrounded by at least as many
TV cameras, microphones and
notepads as Brady was two
hours earlier. "Nobody wants
to lose.
"All this is entertainment. It's
sports and sports are entcrtain-

Currently, the Falcons are 43 in MAC play and have to find
a way to navigate out of the valley and back to the peak.
According to Miller, the team
will just have continue preparing for each game as it comes.
"You just plug away," Miller
said.
"You never get too high, you
never get too low. You bounce
back and you get ready for
a Toledo program that is
very talented."

Mosquito
repellents
don't repel.
They hide
you. The
spray blocks
the mosquito's
sensors so
they don't
know you're
there!
^

JUtlEJACOBSONI APPH0I0

CRYSTAL BALL: New York Giants receiver Plaxico Burress recently made a
prediction that the Giants would beat the Patriots 23-17 Tom Brady was less than pleased
merit. So 23-17 is the prediction
I made, but the game still has to
be played."
Told about Brady's reaction
to that score. Burress said he
wasn't dissing anyone.

"I'm not taking anything
away from what those guys
accomplished," he said. "They
set all the records you could
possibly imagine. They have
a great quarterback, the MVP,
who threw for a record (501

PARMA
From Page 7
during a split at I ake Superior.
"I think it's really good for Ohio
hockey," BC coach Sam Itiluch
said. "Seeing that many Ohio players, especially the ones produced
from that concentrated area of
Clc\eland.playingatl IhioIMvision
I schools is a good sign and a big
pi isitivc ft ir Ohio hockey."
Hondo, a junior defenseman.
and Fritsche, a senior forward,
ended up rooming together for
the 2007-08 season, lite two have
posted ,i combined 21 points this
year on an OSl J team in din- need
of SCOOTS.

While all four Parma natives
remain close these days, it will be
the first time lake Cepis has skilled against the tlmv OStl players liiondo went to high school
with the falcon forward, while
Goebcl often skates with Cepis in
tlti'summer.
"I grew up with those guys,"
Cepis said. "Dan Fristche Horn's
older brother now with the NT Ills
Columbus Blue lacketsl actually
lives two blocks from my house. I
was with those guys my whole life."
I lowever. any type of sentimentality will probably be absent when
the Falcons and Buckeyes step
onto the ice Friday and Saturday.
"All of us want to win and it's

touchdowns. Randy set a
touchdown record for catches.
They had two receivers with
over 100 catches."
"The numbers don't lie about
what they have done."
Nor do the numbers 23-17 lie
about what Burress thinks.
"Hey, look how much fun
everybody is having with it," he
said. "It makes national, international headlines. But the
game still has to he played."

going to be really competitive,"
Cepis said. "Bragging rights,
you know?"
lorn (kx'bel seemed to agree
with that statement, finishing oil
his lvanna connection title with a
slight jab at the Falcon youngster.
it-ll Cepis not in lie too scared
of me."

"I think it's really
good for Ohio
hockey. Seeing that
many Ohio players.
especially the ones
produced from
that concentrated
area of Cleveland.
playing at Ohio
Division I schools is
a good sign and a
big positive for Ohio
hockey."
Scott Paluch | BG Coach

1045 N.Main 7B

Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

meccabg.com
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Vermont town calls for impeachment

presidential race

Petition raises
eyebrows among
outsiders

By Ncdra Picklar
The Associated Press

By John Curran
The Associated Press
BRATI'LI-BORO, Vt. — A town
petition making President Bush
and Vice I>resident Dick Cheney
subject to arrest for crimes against
the Constirurion has triggered a
barrage of criticism from people
who say residents are "wackjobs"
and "nuts."
In e-mail messages, voicemail messages and telephone
calls, outraged people are calling the measure the equivalent
of treason and vowing never to
visit Vermont.
"Mas everyone up there been
out in the cold too long?" said
one.
"I would like to know how 1
could get some water from your
town," said another. "It's obvious
that there is something special
in it."
The petition — with more than
436 signamres, or at least the 5
percent of voters necessary to
be considered — was submitted
Thursday and the town Select
Board voted 3-2 Friday to put it on
the ballot. It goes to a town-wide
vote March 4.

Edwards drops out of

ZACHADYP STEPHENS

API'- .T.

CITY MEETING: The town ol Brauleboro. Vl. considers whether to indict President Bush and Vice President Cheney for crimes against the
Constitution. The town is being baiiaged with criticism from people calling it a haven for "liberal appeaser wimps" and "wackjobs."
It reads: "Shall the Selectboard
instruct the Town Attorney
to draft indictments against
President Bush and Vice President
Cheney for crimes against our
Constitution, and publish said
indictments for consideration by
oilier authorities and shall it be
the law of the Town of Brattleboro
that the Brattleboro Police, pursuant to the above-mentioned
indictments, arrest and detain
George Bush and Richard Cheney
in Brattleboro if they are not duly
impeached, and prosecute or
extradite them to other authorities that may reasonably contend
to prosecute them?"

News of the measure made the
rounds on the Internet, and soon
people started calling and writing.
The Brattleboro Area Chamber of
Commerce got about 60 e-mails
Monday, all of them negative, said
Executive Director lerry Goldberg.
A day later, he said, "we had
three or four calls in a row that
were very positive. One even volunteered to help."
The petition has no legal standing, since the town attorney has no
authority to write an indictment
and the police have no authority
to arrest Bush or Cheney if either
visits Brattleboro.
Bush has not visited Vermont

during his presidency; Cheney
visited Burlington in 2002, but has
not been to Brattleboro.
Anger at the Bush administration is hardly new in Vermont.
The state Senate voted last year
to support impeaching the president. Anti-war rallies are regular
occurrences, and "Impeach Bush"
bumper stickers are common.
The petition prompted Brent
Caflisch to go to his computer in
Rosemount, Minn. "Maybe the
terrorists will do us all a favor and
attack your town next, our country would be much safer with several thousand dead wackjobs in
Vermont," he wrote.

NEW ORLEANS — Democral
lohn Edwards bowed out of the
race for the Democratic presidential nomination yesterday,
saying it was time to step aside
"so that history can blaze its
path" in a campaign now left
to Hillary Rodham Clinton and
BarackObama.
"With our convictions and a
litt le backbone we wi 11 take back
theWhitellousein November,"
said Edwards, ending his second campaign in a hurricaneravaged section of New Orleans
where he began it more than a
year ago.
Edwards said Clinton and
Obama had both pledged that
"they will make ending poverty
central to their campaign for
the presidency."
"This is the cause of my life
and I now have their commitment to engage in this cause,"
he said before a small group
of supporters.
He was joined by his wife
Elizabeth and his three children, Cate, Emma Claire
and lack.
It was the second time
Edwards sough) the Democratic

presidential nomination. Four
years ago he was the vice presidential running mate on a ticket headed by lohn Kerry.
Hour years later, he waged a
spirited, underfunded race on a
populist note, pledging to represent the powerless against
the corporate interests.
He finished second in the
Iowa caucuses that led off the
campaign, but he was quickly overshadowed — a white
man in a race against the former first lady and a 46-ycarold black man, each bent on
making history.
Edwards said that on his way
to making his campaign-ending statement, he drove by a
highway underpass where several homeless people live. He
stopped to talk, he said, and
as he was leaving, one of them
asked him never to forget them
and their plight.
"Well I say to her and I say
to all those who are struggling
in this country, we will never
forget you. We will fight for you.
We will stand up for you," he
said, pledging to continue his
campaign-long effort to end
what he frequently said was
"two Americas," one for the
powerful, the other for the rest.

Attorney General skirts waterboarding issue once agaii
By Lara Jakas Jordan
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
—
Senate
Democrats accused Attorney
General Michael Mukasey of
ducking questions yesterday
on whether waterboarding is
torture despite his promise
last year to study whether it
is illegal.
The issue briefly stalled
Mukasey's confirmation last
fall until he assured Senate
Democrats he would review the
legality of the harsh interrogation tactic and report back.
Waterboarding
involves
strapping a person down and
pouring water over his cloth-

"It s like you're opposed to stealing but not
quite sure that bank robbery would qualify."
Kennedy | Senator
covered face to create the sensation of drowning.
Ultimately.however.Mukasey
said yesterday he would not rule
on whether waterboarding is a
form of illegal torture because
it is not part of the current interrogation methods used by the
CIA on terror suspects.
Despite having called waterhoarding personally repugnant,
Mukasey's non-answer angered
Democrats who said the attorney general should be able to

www.bgnews.com

address a legal question.
"I think failure to say something probably puts some of
our people in more danger
than not," said Sen. Patrick
Leahy. D-Vt„ the Judiciary
Committee's chairman.
"It's like you're opposed
to stealing but not quite sure
that bank robbery would qualify," retorted Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy. D-Mass.
Mukasey, in his trademark
monotone, did not appear rattled.

I le said he has concluded that
current methods used by the
CIA to interrogate terror suspects are lawful and that the
spy agency is not using waterboarding on its prisoners.
Beyond that. Mukasey said he
would not discuss whether he
thinks waterboarding is illegal.
"Given that waterboarding is not part of the current
program, and may never be
added to the program, I do not
think it would be appropriate for me to pass definitive
judgment on the technique's
legality," Mukasey said in his
first appearance before the
committee since being sworn

in Nov. 9.
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Check out our Variety of
Properties Available!

Heidelberg
Distributing
Company

Mid Am Manor
Ml Third St
702 Third Si
K3U 1-ourth St

For All Your Party Needs!
Am
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C harliMuwn Apis
710 SCOII Hamilton

close to campus

('nil I" make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
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N. ENTERPRISE

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
3 Bedroom Apartments
•2 Full Baths
•Microwaves
•Garbage Disposal
•Free Internet Access

BG'S CLOSEST OUTLET FOR KEG SALES

352-4380

Jim*(PO-1»
ififl 1 30 10 15

506 AND 514

Proud Supporters of
Falcon Football

MnllNL- U.lll.lh!,

730 Scott Hamilton

Tonights Movtes
Students
Paua
$

•Air Conditioning
•Dishwasher
•Laundry On-site
•Furnished

Plenty of Parking!
Starting at
$950.00/month * Utilities • $0 Deposit Special
{with this ad Through 1(31/2008)

Get Them While
They Last! ^*—*^
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Consider a
service trip!

All BGSU students are invited
to join us for a Gulf Coast Relief
Trip to Ocean Springs, Mississippi.

stsPERBOUrr

ZIUIII

PARTY STARTS HERE!

March 2-8
Cost: $50
To reserve your spot please e-mail
David Nelson at bgchaplain@gmail.com
or call him at 281-627-8810. Registration
deadline is February 10. Space is limited.
Informational meeting:
February 10 at 9PM
St John's Episcopal Church
1505 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green

Heidelberg Distributing
Company
112 Third Street
Penysbuig. OH 43551
rih ic«taBk oil i
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GOODBYE EDWARDS: Democrat John Edwards announced his withdrawal liom the
presidential race in the Ninth Ward of New Orleans.
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Everyone 'nose' the minister
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Thailand leader
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unusually large nose
HVM.kOK. Thailand
Signlan"guage interpreters in Thailand
have run afoul of some ruling
party supporters by holding
their noses to refer to the new
prime minister.
Samak Sundaravej, chosen in
parliament Monday as the first
elected prime minister since a
Sept. 2(H)(i coup, has heen nicknamed "Mr. Rose Apple Nose"
because many claim his nose

^J.

;:::!E|—:!::
at. ■■■
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resembles the fruit
Thai sign language interpreters
often indicate prominent facial
features as shorthand for dignitaries, and during a live broadcast of Monday's parliamentary
session, they held their noses
between two lingers numerous
times to refer to Samak.
One
interpreter,
Kanittha
Uallanasin, said this gesture has
long been used for Samak but is
drawing wide notice only now.
" It is not meant as a nose joke,"
she said. "We have touched our
noses for \ears to refer to Samak
but people noticed this time
because \\v had to repeat the
movement over Mutinies."

futhamas Suthonwattana-charoen, another interpreter, said
Samak supporters have called the
N'ationalAssociationoftheDeafin
Thailand to say the sign docs not
befit the country leader, and the

r
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ACROSS

1 Prepared for a
party, say
Marner of fiction
Rich in detail
Walk heavily
Proverbial one
too many
18 Atelier item
19 Follow
20 _-majesty
22 NFLer Manning
23 Brood
26 Russia's first
president
28 Like spandex
32 Extremely popular
33 However, informally
34 Plaza Hotel
girl of fiction
36 Withered
37
pro nobis
38 Genesis creature
10
15
16
17

SAKCHAIUUT

APPHOTO

FAMOUS FACE: ! I ands new Prime Mmiste< Samak Sundarave] exits his residence in
Bangkok. Thailand. Tuesday Samak has been nicknamed "Mr Rose Apple Nose."
for Abhisit, it's his good looks,"
Juthamas said. "If someone has
very long eyelashes, or prominent
ears, we use those."
Kanittha said some reference
to Samak's popular cooking
show might work as a new sign
for him.
But for now, there are no plans
to change it, luthamas said.

Thai daily newspaper Matichon
said the gesture angered some
members of Samak's party.
Samak, 72, a combative
right-wing politician, easily
beat Democrat party candidate Abhisit Vejjajiva, 43, to
head the country.
"We refer to a person's most
unique physical appearance and

40
41
43
44
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51
52
53
55
59
61
64
65
66
67
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1 Take-out sign
2 Panache
3 Pop vocalist Elliot
4 Thick-headed
5 Floral-shaped
garnishes
6 Skill
7 Pipe buildup
8 Bibliography
notation
9 Truman rival
10 Co-founder of
The Tatler
11 Gershwin or Levin
12 Becomes
discouraged
13 Make better
14 Fragmented
21 In a placid manner
24 From various
sources
25 Fingerprint feature
27 6-pointers
28 Wall Street boon
29 Like some suits
30 Cartoon beeper

Bern's river
Relinquish
Quick-witted
Itinerary abbr.
Green Muppet
Set apart
Russian headline
maker of 1957
Tom Clancy hero
Wrestling goal
DLI doubled
Lincoln in-laws
Kurt Wall's Lotte
Come to
an agreement
Strand by
winter conditions
Basically
Forked-tail fliers
Send into seclusion

31
35
39
42
46
48
50
54
56
57
58
60
62
63

Holy cowl
Break off
Written discourse
CPR performer
Henry and Robert
B. Franklin bills
Fuzzy fruits
Bulwer-Lytton
heroine
Word of warning
II _ (Mussolini)
Young addition?
Yang counterpart
Supply slip, in brief
Manhattan sch.
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(419) 352-4663
-delivery aviilibU-

Pregnant woman sent home for

Houn: Mam - 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery Mam-9pm Monday - Saturday

'false' labor gives birth in driveway
NORWOOD. Ohio (AP) — A
woman who had been told that
her pains were false labor pains
gave birth in the driveway of
her home.
Charryse Brooks, 25, had
gone to a hospital about 2 a.m.
Sunday because she thought
she might be in the early
stages of labor. She wasn't
due with her first child until
Feb. 22.
Hospital workers told her she'
was experiencing false labor and
told her to go home.
She tried to sleep, but the pain
increased and her contractions
got stronger.
finally, she insisted that she

"She looked at me,
right in the eye, so
calmly, too. She said
'Tim, the baby's here."
Rev. Timothy Brooks | Husband
had to return to the hospital, but
it was too late. By the time she
got to the car, the pain was so
intense, she couldn't open the
car door.
"She looked at me, right in the
eye, so calmly, too. Shesaid, 'Tim,
the baby's here," said her husband, the Rev. Timothy Brooks.
Me reached to catch the baby,

For Rent

a 4-pound, 3-ounce girl the couple named Mackenzie Nichole
Brooks, in the leg of the sweat
pants his wife was wearing.
"It was just so fast." Charryse
Brooks said. "It was like
Boom!"'
Brooks, 26, who had been
preparing a sermon for the oneyear anniversary of becoming
pastor at the Norwood Church
of the Nazarene, took his wife
and baby, still attached by the
umbilical cord, lo the hospital. His congregants in this
Cincinnati suburb had to do
without a sermon.
"They just went ahead and
sang." he said.
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Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
THURS. NIGHT SPECIAL:
ALL PINTS $2 !
Interested in an MBA? Check out
www.bgsumba.com Over 90°« of
our students earn free tuition and a
paycheck I

Wanted
1 or 2 rmtes for Fall '08-Spnng '09
school year. House on S. Summit
S355 mo 419-236-6927

Natural Light 24pk ...$10.49 ~~
BudUght 18pk...$12.99'^

1 rmte. needed for sublease now
thru Aug. $245 mo plus util. Apt. on
6th St 419-494-6319

Natural Light 12pk cans...$6.29
C3ors/JffW18pk...$12.99

Summer subleaser needed. 810 5th,
#8 2 bdrm.. 1 1/2 baths. $237 month
Call (419)438-3953

THE
TANNING 1 Week Free
CENTER
2
$500
U, W 1980

NEW CUSTOMER SPECIALS

Ivywooi* *

•ONE TIME PURCHASE'

32 Rooms Available!!
*• THE HEAT
904 E Woostei
419-352-3588

Tan for as low
as $15 a month

400 Counselors/Instructors needed1
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com

•CALL FOR DETAILS'

5 beds, t booth
closest to campus

«• S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appl. available
k»7HEWASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed
TanningCenterBG.com

cr«JM ca>d reQu red * 3 montn

1 Bedrooms: from $435

i LOTIONS
| 25% OFF

Part time work: Linux? Apache?
Fedora? If these are familiar terms
to you, company is seeking part time
tech person to do work off-site with
flexible hours. Must be comfortable
setting up and configuring servers.
$150.00 per month, for average of
10-15 hours of work Please e-mail
resume, references & cover letter to:
HRDapt@lnwosbs.cnm

CH, Pitt Welcome
On 8rte Laundry
Private EntrMce/Patk)
Short Term Leases Avail

| Mfe pay ysur sales tail!

419-352 7691

YMCA Child Care Group Leaders
Spring & Summer positions avail.
Hrs 7-9am, 11-1, 3-6pm. days may
vary Please contact Sara 419-251 9622 or sperna@ymcatoledo.org

ForSa
37 inch LCD HD TV, only 1 1/2 yrs
old Still under warranty Please call
419-352-6214
New full size queen pillowtop mattress set still in plastic. Can deliver
$125. 419-707-2954.
Queen size Eurotop mattress set
Never used, in original wrapper w/
warranty
&
frame.
$300.
419-707-2954
Two 6 string guitars, a halt stack S
an effects processor pedal All works
& in great conditon. Best offer.
(419)822-4959. ask for Bob

For Rent
BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

&™NJ

Use your package at any ol our locations

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks.
419-352-7070

Help Wanted

VI? Blocks From Campus

~~

Undercover shoppers earn up to
$150 per day. Undercover shoppers
needed to judge retail S dining
establishments. Experience not
required Call 800-722-4791.

EH

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure & water sports. Great summer! Call 888-844-8080. apply:
camocedar.cpm

max ® IrmaY

• 2 bedrm furnished, start at $510
704 5th St
■ 1 bedrm Han., suitable for grad
students 601 3rd St
" 2 bedrm. unfurn.. Heat paid Nice &
quiet 710 7th St.
' Lovely large home on Lehman.
352-3445 day or evening
' 3 bdrm. available in August.
1 or 2 bdrm avail May or August
For more into call 419-354-9470

125 & 232 Crim Lg . 3 bdrm houses
AC.WD. off st pkg Avail May S Aug
08 12 mo lease $1100 mo plus util

248-755-9686
3/4 Bdr Apt. 9 1/2/12 month lease
Corner 7th and High.
Small Pets Okay 419-308-3525
4 bdrm house. 1 1/2 baths, WD
hook-up. $1200 mo plus util Close
to town & campus. Avail. 8/15/08.
(419)353-1556
426 E Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm Apt
Avail Fall, $475/ mo. Ulil's Inc.
419-352-5882
5 bdrm , 5 person house. Great location. All amenities. May to May lease
$1250 mo (419)352-1584
854 8th St 1 bdrm., full kitchen, lots
of parking $410 mo. & elec No pets.
9 S 12 mo lease (419)392-3354.
Brand new 3 bdrm Duplex
2 baths, laundry, DW.
847 2nd St $945 » util
12 mo lease starts May 1st
419-352-8917
Duplex, Large 1 Bdrm. Avail Fall
Quiet. Clean $425/mo
Ulil's Inc. 352-5882
FOR RENT for the next school year
2 -3 bedrm. houses. 2 efficiencies.
1 lg 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU.
419-601-3225
Free Heat! Move-In Specials!
Pet Friendly! Great Location!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M-F
www.bgapartments.com
Lg. 3 bdrm newly remodeled with
shed, for move in Aug 15. $950. 11
1/2 mo lease 419-308-2406 Ref.rqd
LOW PRICE • CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 08. 1 block Irom campus 239
Manville. 3 bdrm„ 1 bath, good cond.
$675 mo (419)352-9392

"08-09 S.Y. Now Renting
CARTYRENTALS COM
419-353-0325 9 am -9 pm
1 bdrm. apt. for subls. Now until Aug
AC, DW. $440 per mo ■» electric
only. (419)277-8925

Summer only 5/15/08 to 8/10/08 2
bdrm. unfurn. apt 1/2 blk. from campus $400 mo. melds uli! Dep. req'd.
.419-601-1810.

1,2,3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May & August '08, 1 yr lease.
5th St or closer to campus,
Pets considered. (419)409-1110.

Unfurn. etfic. apt May 15, 08 to May
10, '09. 1/2 blk. from campus. $300
mo. inclds. util. Deposit required.
419-601-1810.

PRESENTS

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!

resent this ticket to youi Max & Erma's server and
20% of your sales will benefit

BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4, AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2008.

Behavioral Connections

Proceed donation does not include gift cerWicale sales

ities Included in many of our houses:

Thursday, January 31 st

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

Perrysburg
1210 lavis Commons Blvd. 419-931 -0220

20% of your sales will benefit
Behavioral Connections

Name:

I

E-Mail Addraea:
Fry* dtttuKm on Mv & Emtfs property « whtoManliMnmMntoloiWluntiitHt
ofoatwjbon's entire teuton

By prov>d»»g your low addfMS you f» •ntrtling
MM A Emu* to Mnd •mMI communlcflion to you.
Donl worry, wo wonlapam you.

I
I
I

I

.__>__ __________J

Air conditioning
Gas log f> replaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (*19) 352-0717

vyrww.greenbriarrcntals.com amUu^mc.

